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AbTtract L 

The pseudospark is a low pressure, hollow-cathode gas discharge 
that occurs in a special discharge geometry (pseudospark chamber) 
in different kinds of gases. A modular pseudospark chamber was 
built to investigate this new discharge type a.s a source of intense 
electron beams. At a breakdown voltage of 24 kV and a discharge 
current of 480 A, an electron beam of 10G A and 13 ns FWHM was 
extracted through the anode hole into a drift chamber filled with 
low pressure gas. Electrical parameters of the circuit, including the 
plasma channel, were evaluated by monitoring the discharge current 
waveform. First results of beam profile and emittance measurements 
of the produced electron beam are presented. At an axial distance 
of 9 cm behind the anode an runs emitta.nce of 5.5 mm-mrad was 
measured. 

Introduction 

The “pseudospark” phenomenon was first reported by Chris- 
tiansen and Schultheiss in 1978’ a.. a fast, low pressure gas discharge 
which occurred in a special device, called a pseudospark chamber. 
The formation time of this discharge is similar to that of a high pres- 
sure spark; its mechanisms, however, appear to be totally difl’ercnt.2 
A single gap pseudospark chamber consists of an anode with a center 
hole and a hollow-cathode, both electrodes separated by an insulat- 
ing washer of a few mm width. The voltage holdoff capability of 
such a single gap pseudospark structure depends on the gap width 
and the gas pressure inside the chamber. A characteristic break- 
down curve for such a structure (breakdown voltage vs. pressure 
times distance) similar to the I’asrhe~~ curve for parallel electrodes is 
obtained. The pseudospark is initiated on the left side of this break- 
down curve. In this region, a gas discharge occurs along the longest 
possible discharge path which, in the case of a pseudospark geometry, 
is defined on the axis. The l~oltlofT capability of one ga.p is limited 
to 40 to 50 kV due to onset of surface flashover and field emission. 
This holdoff voltage is cnhanccd hy additional stacks of intermediate 
electrode and insulator discs forming a multigap chamber. Statically, 
the voltage is capacitively divided. reducing the voltage across one 
gap by the number of stacks. Multigap chambers are also reported 
to produce intense pulsed electron beams of up to 1 kA current, 10’ 
W/cm* power, and typically 20 ns pulse lengt.ll.3 

Experiment 

An easy to change, o-ring sealed, modular discharge chamber 
system with brass electrodes and Plexiglas discs was designed. For 
the experiments reported here a 6 gap pseudospark chamber with a 
3 mm diam center hole on axis was used. The experimental setup 
is shown in Fig. 1. Negative high-voltage up to 35 kV is applied 
to the hollow-cathode via a 200 Mfl current limiting resistor. In 
addition to the self-capacitance of 11 pF of the chamber, the total 
capacitance was increased by adding external capacitors of up to 760 
pF to investigate the discharge cha.racteristics for different stored 
energies. The chamber was mounted on a Plexiglas drift tube of 50 
cm length and 6.3 cm diameter. A brass flange which terminated the 
tube was connected via 6 brass bars equally spaced on a radius of 44 
mm to the grounded anode, thus providing a current return path. 

A two-stage mechanical pump evacuated the assembly to about 
1 mTorr. The working gas was usually argon which was injected 
through a needle valve from the cathode side into the system. The 
operating pressure range varied from 20 to 60 ml‘orr. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental set up 

Two calibrated miniature Rogowski roils surrounding the center 
hole were built into the anode flange as can be seen in Fig. 1. The 
coil facing the cathode side (upstrr,am roil) rneasurcd the total cur- 
rent in the discharge channel. ‘l‘he ot llcr coil facing the drift chamber 
(downstream coil) measured the current which passed through the 
anode hole into the drift chamber. The chanlber voltage was mea- 
sured by a capacitively coupled resistive voltage probe of division 
ratio 1:20000 in a 5OQ load. It was connected via a 1.4 pF capacitor 
to the cathode. The risrtilur of tl(is probe aflrr proper compensation 
is less than 400 ps and its RC decay ronstant js 116 ns. 

A movable 1 mR graphite Faraday cup of 3 cm diam was inserted 
on axis through the end flange of the drift tube to measure the elec- 
tron beam current at certain distances downstream of the anode. 

The cmittance of the electron bcrarn was analyzed using a slit- 
hole typr emittancc mctrr.4 It collsistcd of an array of seven 2 mm 
separated slits of 200 ,~m wid1.h which were cut into a 0.6 mm thick 
stainless steel p1at.e. These slits produce sheet hcamlets which are 
detected by a special radiachromic iilm5 placc~l 12 mm further down- 
stream. The film material gives linear coloration response up to an 
absorbed dose of 10s rad. By use of an applied magnetic field, it was 
proved that UV or other light did not contribute to the film response. 
The resulting spatial pattern distribution on the film was scanned by 
a microdensitometer from which the emittanre and beam profile can 
be found.4 

The low pressure breakdown charact,erist,ir of the discharge cham- 
ber was determined by fixing the voltage to a certain value and slowly 
increasing the pressure until breakdown occurred. In Fig. 2 the 
breakdown voltage 1!~ is plotted as a function of pressure. With 
decreasing pressure, GB is increasing. 

When the power supply with voltage If,, is connected via a re- 
sister R, the chamber capacitance C is charged up, At a certain 
pressure and voltage, defined by the characteristic breakdown curve 
(Fig. 2), the voltage breaks down. The charging resist.or R decouples 
the discharge plasma from the current source and limjts the current. 
Therefore the low impedance discharge cannot be sustained, and is 
extinguished. Consequently the voltage across the chamber capaci. 
tance c rises again until the breakdown voltage 1’~ is reached and 
the cycle can start again. Thus a periodic, pulsed discharge is ob- 
tained, the frequency f of which is approximately determined by 
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I’ig. 2. C!haracLeristic brt~akdown ~urvc 

f= [ IICf’n AL-‘. 
I:” - ITfj (1) 

By choosing the Rc valne ~~dt’~IliltC’1~ a freqllenc‘y of typically a few 
HZ can tw oi~tainrd. 

Fig. 3 shows a typical set, of i~lw~tric;d signals obtained by Ro- 
gowski coils, voltage proh~ anti Faratla~ cup, all triggered by the 
same voltage signal. ‘I’hc tlisrhargc~ CII~WII~ is n~eaaured by the up 
stream Rogowski roil and shows a dan~pc~d oscillating waveform. The 
vollagt~ drops within 20 “S fron1 90% to 10%. The maximum cur- 
rent corresponds to almost 7cro voltage intlicating the mainly induc- 
t ive bchayior of tl~e tlischarz(x. l’tlr downstrram coil, as well as the 
Faraday cup regihtc~r onf nclgativt’ peak at the> time of the discharge 
current, maximum. 

All signals show that the tlwahdoun prowss occurs in two stages. 
IJp to timr 1, t hc voil~agr drops slolvly, aud upstream and down- 
stream current start smoothly. At timr f, the main discharge oc- 
curs. ‘I’lLis two-step brcakdwvn is also visible in the waveform of the 
downstrram Faraday cup signal. Of IOf :I cltlc-tron rurrent leaving 
the anode, as registewd by t hr down~lr~~a~ll Rogowski roil, only 40 A 
arc mcasurcd by the Faraday cup, I.5 cn, downstream of Ihe anode. 

‘I’hr dis(.hargr cnrwnt wawforrn was fir ted for two differeltt cs- 
ternal capacitor callit‘s c’ using thr CxpwhGon 

J(f) = I(O)rsp (v> sin[w(2 - to)], ’ (2) 

where w = [& - ($)‘l”‘. 

Thus, tir;ie avcragc v,iu,ss for ihi, tliscliargc indurtanre I, and the 
rwistanw II could bc d~~tcrminctl. a!: is sunrmarizcd in Table I. 
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Fig. 3. Typical t1cctrica.l signals of discharge. a) discharge 
current (upstream coil) WI A/div; b) voltage signal 
10 kV/div; c) injected electron beam current (down- 
stream roil) 84 iI/div; d) Faraday cup signal (15 cm 
behind anode) 20 il/div. 

Table I. 
Inductance I, and resistance R for different discharge conditions 

calculated arcordillg to (2). 

C(PF) 20 kV 25 kV 30 it\’ 
R(R) L(nH) R(n) L(nf1) R(n) L(nH) 

420 2.2 56.2 2.1 57.5 1.7 55.3 

760 1.7 40.9 1.9 40.2 1.8 3.4.4 

The dependence of discharge current and beam current as mea- 
sured by the upstream and downstream coil as a function of charging 
voltage for two capacitance values is illustrated in Fig. 4. Roth cur- 
rent signals show au increase in amplitude with increasing voltage 
and capacitance. For the following measurements of beam radius 
and emittance an external capacitance of 390 pF was added to the 
chamber, the breakdown voltage was 24 kV. These results were ob- 
tained by averaging more than 20 shots. 
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Fig. 4. Upstream and downstream coil current, as a funrtjon 
of charging voltage for discharge capacity values. 

To find the beam radius at different axial distances from the 
anode, the experimental data was fitted to a Gaussian profile. The 
values for the least square lit rms radins b are shown in Fig. 5. The 
beam expands from an rms radius of 1.5 mm at 30 mm distance to 
2.5 mm radius at 180 mm distance behind the anode as it propagates 
through the low pressure gas. 
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Fig. 5. RMS radius b as flmction of distance from anode. 
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Fig. 6. Density distribution (optical density O.D.) found 
behind a 7 slit system in a 9 cm distance from anode. 

Fig. 6 shows the scanned beamlet distribution profle at 9 cm 
downstream of the anode. By careful data evaluation a three di- 
mensional emittance plot is obtained (Fig. 7). The rms emittance, 
F, assuming a Maxwellian transverse velocity distribution and Gaus- 
sian density profile, is calculated by numerical integration* and found 
to be 

Z = 55 mm - mrad 

For this case the rms radius b = 2.18 mm and a constant rms width 
o of 6 mrad was used. The latter value was measured with a 60 pm 
knife edge shaped slit. For an estimated mean beam energy of 20 
keV, this leads to a normalized rms emittance F, of 14.76 mm-mrad. 

-+ 100 
mrad 

Fig. 7. Three-dimensional phase space density contour plot p(z, z’) 

The electrical characteristics of a pseudospark discharge and the 
emittance of the ejected electron beam in argon gas have been inves- 
tigated. 

The pseudospark discharge occurs rather reproducibly at the 
pressure and voltage defined by the characteristic breakdown curve. 
The breakdown takes place in two stages, each of which is accompa- 
nied by electron beam emission. The electron energy distribution has 
still to be determined. After the electron emission occufs, the dis- 
charge drops into a low impedance mode whose waveform was mod- 
eled, assuming a simple LRC circuit analysis. The electron beam 
propagates, self-focused, in low pressure gas. The time integrated 
emittance was measured at an axial distance of 9 cm behind the an- 
ode. An rms value of about 55 mm-mrad was found. Together with 

the measured beam current I of 50 A at that distance and the nor- 
malized rms emittance r,, x 15 mm-mrad, an intrinsic normalized 
brightness B, of about 

is obtained. This classifies the pseudospark discharge as a high 
brightness electron beam source. 
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